This article proposes a predicate-argument structure based Textual Entailment Recognition system exploiting wide-coverage lexical knowledge. Different from conventional machine learning approaches where several features obtained from linguistic analysis and resources are utilized, our proposed method regards a predicate-argument structure as a basic unit, and performs the matching/alignment between a text and hypothesis. In matching between predicate-arguments, wide-coverage relations between words/phrases such as synonym and is-a are utilized, which are automatically acquired from a dictionary, Web corpus, and Wikipedia. 
INTRODUCTION

RTE (Recognizing Textual Entailment) is the task to detect whether a hypothesis (H)
can be inferred/entailed by a text (T) [Dagan et al. 2006] . RTE is important in basic analysis such as parsing and anaphora resolution as well as applications such as Question Answering (QA) [Harabagiu and Hickl 2006] , Information Retrieval (IR), and Machine Translation (MT).
Several methods for RTE have been proposed so far. Most of those methods take a machine learning approach where a text and hypothesis are represented by a set of features obtained from word overlapping ratio, lexical/syntactic clues, and linguistic resources, etc. [Ferrés and Rodríguez 2007; Hickl et al. 2006; Wang and Neumann 2007] .
Different from the conventional machine learning approaches, we take a structural matching approach to Japanese Recognizing Textual Entailment task. Let us consider the following simple example, whose correct answer is "NO". The conventional machine learning approaches would wrongly judge it as "YES" since all the words in H are matched with a word in T.
(2) T:
Atomic power generation-tm carbon dioxide-acc does not emit energy (Atomic power generation is energy in which carbon dioxide is not being emitted.)
H:
Atomic power generation-tm carbon dioxide-acc does not emit (Atomic power generation does not emit carbon dioxide.)
Our proposed method acquires such relations from a dictionary and Wikipedia, and calculates distributional similarity using a Web corpus. Then, they are utilized when matching a text and hypothesis. The synonym between " " (atomic power generation) and " " (the abbr. of " ") is acquired from a dictionary, and the synonym between " " (emit) and " " (emit) can be recognized based on the distributional similarity using a large Web corpus. We also take a machine learning approach to consider relatively shallow clues such as the overlap ratio of characters and morphemes as well as the result of predicatematching method.
LEXICAL RESOURCES
This section describes resources utilized for the matching between a text and hypothesis, which include relations between words/phrases extracted from a dictionary and Wikipedia, and distributional similarity calculated using a large Web corpus.
Automatic Acquisition of Relations Between Words/Phrases
First, synonym, is-a, and antonym relations are automatically extracted from an ordinary dictionary and Wikipedia. Next, by assigning an ID to each synonymous group, synonymy database is constructed. Then, the SynGraph data structure we proposed earlier [Shibata et al. 2008 ] is introduced to pack expressive divergence.
Synonym/is-a/antonym
Extraction from an Ordinary Dictionary. We extract synonym, is-a, and antonym relations from definitions of an ordinary dictionary. The last word of the first definition sentence is usually the hypernym of an entry word since Japanese is a head-final language. Some definition sentences in a Japanese dictionary are shown below (the word to the left of ":" is an entry word, the right sentence is a definition, and words in bold font are the extracted words).
(dinner) :
(evening) (of) (meal) (barycenter) :
(weight) (nom) (balance) (center) (become) (spot)
For example, the last word (meal) can be extracted as the hypernym of " (dinner). In some cases, however, a word other than the last word can be a hypernym or synonym. These cases can be detected by sentence-final patterns as follows (the underlined expressions represent the patterns). In a definition sentence, if there is an antonym, it is represented in a special format. Therefore, we can acquire antonyms automatically. For example, " " (hot) is extracted as the antonym of " " (cold).
Synonym/is-a Extraction from
Wikipedia. From Wikipedia, synonym/is-a relations including named entities, technical terms, neologisms, etc., can be extracted, which are hard to extract from a dictionary. By applying the same method as the one introduced in the previous section to Wikipedia articles, synonym/is-a relations are extracted from the first sentence in Wikipedia articles (the same as Sumida and Torisawa [2008] ). For example, " " (probe) can be extracted as the hypernym of Genesis from the following sentence.
Furthermore, synonyms can be extracted from redirection pages. For example, since " " (touch screen) is redirected to the article on " " (touch panel), "
" is extracted as the synonym of " ".
Synonymy Database Construction.
With the extracted binomial relations, a synonymy database can be constructed. Here, polysemic words should be treated carefully 3 . When the relations A=B and B=C are extracted, and B is not polysemic, they can be merged into A=B=C. However, if B is polysemic, the synonym relations are not merged through a polysemic word. In the same way, as for is-a relations, A → B and B → C, and A → B and C → B are not merged if B is polysemic. By merging binomial synonym relations with the exception of polysemic words, synonymous groups are constructed first. They are given IDs, hereafter called SYNID, which is surrounded by " ". Then, is-a and antonym relations are established between synonymous groups. We call this resulting data a synonymy database. Figure 2 shows examples of synonymous groups in the synonymy database.
SynGraph Data
Structure. SynGraph data structure is an acyclic directed graph, and the basis of SynGraph is the dependency structure of an original sentence. In the dependency structure, each node consists of one content word and zero or more function words, which is called a basic node. If the content word of a basic node belongs to a synonymous group, a new node with the SYNID is attached to it, and it is called a SYN node. For example, in Figure 3 , the shaded nodes are basic nodes and the other nodes are SYN nodes.
2 If the last word of a sentence is a highly general term such as (thing) and (place), it is removed from the synonymous expression. 3 If a word has two or more definition items in the dictionary, the word can be regarded as polysemic. Then, if the expression conjoining two or more nodes corresponds to one synonymous group, a SYN node is added there. In Figure 3 , (nearest) is such a SYN node. Furthermore, if one SYN node has a hyper synonymous group in the synonymy database, the SYN node with the hyper SYNID is also added.
In this SynGraph data structure, each node has a score, NS (Node Score), which reflects how much the expression of the node is shifted from the original expression.
By converting both a text and hypothesis to SynGraph data structure, the synonym/is-a relation between words/phrases in the text and a hypothesis are added, and the matching between the text and hypothesis considering the synonym/is-a relation can be performed. 
Distributional Similarity Calculation
Although synonym/is-a relation can be acquired from a dictionary/Wikipedia in the way introduced in Section 2.1, some near-synonymous relations cannot be acquired. For example, near-synonymous predicate relations such as " " (abolish) and " " (stop) cannot be acquired.
Therefore, distributional similarity [Firth 1957; Harris 1968] , which is calculated based on the notion that "words that occur in similar contexts tend to be semantically similar", is calculated using a Web corpus. Then, those pairs whose distributional similarities are high are utilized when matching predicates/arguments in a text and hypothesis.
In this article, the following types of distributional similarity are calculated.
(1) Between predicates: -For example, " " (abolish) and " " (stop) (2) Between predicate-arguments where the argument is identical: -For example, " " (person dat move/reflect/catch) and " " (person dat catch) Although the similarity between predicates is not high due to the ambiguity of a predicate (e.g., "
" (move/reflect/catch)), the ambiguity of the predicate can be resolved by combining the identical argument. Therefore, the distributional similarity between predicate-arguments where the argument is identical is calculated. (3) A predicate and an idiom consisting of a predicate and an argument: -For example, " " (charm) and " " (mind acc catch) Idioms consisting of a predicate and an argument are collected from Hashimoto et al. [2006] . (4) Noun and noun that has a redundant suffix: -For example, "PET" and "PET " (PET examination) When the distributional similarity between any noun/noun phrases are calculated, the distributional similarity of is-a and coordinate terms as well as synonyms can be high. Therefore, the distributional similarity calculation between noun/noun phrases is restricted to the one between noun and noun that has a redundant suffix.
The distributional similarities for each type are calculated in the same framework, where only the feature (context) for each unit is different. First, a feature for each type is extracted from a corpus. Then, distributional similarity between units is calculated.
Feature Extraction.
A set of features f for the unit u is extracted from a large corpus. All the features for each type have a dependency relation to the unit u as follows.
(1) Between predicates:
A modifying argument consisting of noun and case is extracted as a feature for predicate. (2) Between predicate-arguments where the argument is identical:
Modifying predicate and modified predicate are extracted as a feature for predicate-argument. (3) Between a predicate and an idiom consisting of a predicate and an argument:
In the same as predicate-arguments, modifying predicate and modified predicate are extracted as a feature for both a predicate and an idiom. (4) Between noun and noun that has a redundant suffix:
A modified predicate is extracted as a feature for noun or noun phrase.
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Feature Frequency
-(system-acc) 4,348
Features are extracted from a corpus, and then each type is represented by a feature vector. Table I shows examples of feature of the predicate " " (abolish).
Distributional Similarity Calculation.
Curran decomposes the distributional similarity calculation into weight and measure functions [Curran 2004 ]. The weight function transforms the raw counts for each feature instance into more comparable values. The measure function calculates the similarity between the two weighted vectors.
Several weight/measure functions have been utilized thus far. In this article, the most suitable combination of weight and measure functions was determined using the evaluation set [Aizawa 2008 ] among weight functions listed in Table II and measure  functions listed in Table III . In this evaluation set, the similarity measure is evaluated in terms whether similar/dissimilar nouns can be identified. The combination of Binary for a weight function and JACCARD-SIMPSON for a measure function performed best, and thus it is adopted for all the types (predicate, predicate-argument, and noun phrase) since we assume that the suitable weight/measure function does not depend on the type. 
PREDICATE ARGUMENT STRUCTURE ANALYSIS
In both a text and a hypothesis, we perform morphological analysis using the Japanese Morphological Analyzer JUMAN 4 and syntactic/case analysis and zero anaphora resolution [Sasano and Kurohashi 2011] using the Japanese parser KNP 5 [Kawahara and Kurohashi 2006b ]. Then, they are converted to SynGraph data structure. Based on the syntactic/case analysis, a text and a hypothesis are divided into predicate-argument structures.
Predicate Argument Structure
An example of predicate-argument structure is shown in Figure 4 . Each predicateargument structure consists of a predicate and zero or more arguments. For example, the sentence (3) in Figure 4 is decomposed to two predicate-argument structures (1-1) and (2-1) based on predicate-argument structure analysis, and predicate-argument structure (1-1) consists of the predicate " " (enjoy) and the two arguments: case component " " (acc) and " " (loc).
Basically, a verb, adjective, and noun+copula are regarded as a predicate, and case components whose case marker is (nom), (acc),
, and (cmp) are regarded as an argument. If an argument has a modified phrase, the attribute [mod] is assigned.
Predicate-argument structure can have another predicate-argument structure that has the same meaning but has the different case structure. For example, predicateargument structure (2-1) is an original one, and predicate-argument structure (2-2) is another predicate-argument structure that has the same meaning as (2-1). (In this case, while (2-1) has a passive form, (2-2) has an active form.)
Predicate-Argument Structure-Based Textual Entailment Recognition System 16:9 KNP makes a case analysis using case frames, which are automatically acquired from a large Web corpus [Kawahara and Kurohashi 2006a] . In the case frames, the case alignment of two case frames, such as active and passive, is performed. For example, the " " (nom) case of the case frame " " (the passive voice of " " " (hold)) and the " " (acc) of the case frame " " (hold) is aligned. By using this alignment, predicate-argument structure as (2-2) in Figure 4 can be generated.
In addition, the following are regarded as a predicate-argument structure.
-Deverbative noun:
(4) Mr. David Kelly-gen suicide-tm British society-acc has shaken (The suicide of Mr. David Kelly has shaken the British society.)
The deverbative noun " " (suicide) is regarded as a predicate, and the following predicate-argument structure is generated. By KNP, " " (priest) and " " (St. Valentine) are recognized as an apposition relation, and the following predicate-argument structure is generated.
The representation for both predicate and argument is handled by a surface form. If a word has a synonym, the attribute [syn] whose value is its SYNID is added. For example, the word " y " (season) in the " " (acc) case component of predicate-argument structure (1-1) has the attribute [syn] whose value is (season). Similarly, if a word has a hypernym, the attribute [is-a] whose value is its SYNID is added.
If a verb has negation expression, the negation flag is attached to the verb. For example, the verb " " (don't write) has the negation flag. As for verbs which represent affirmation/negation for the depending clause, no predicate-argument structure is generated for the verb. Verbs which represent affirmation/negation are manually prepared as follows.
-Affirmation:
(fact), As for verbs representing negation, the negation flag of the verb in the depending clause is reversed. In the following example, since " " (misunderstanding) corresponds to a verb representing negation, the negation flag is attached to the verb " " (fall down). (6) he-nom fell down misunderstood ((I) misunderstood that he fell down.)
Numerical Expression
Some entailment relations are caused by numerical expressions. Numerical expressions are handled in a different way from ordinal predicate-argument structure introduced in the previous section. A predicate is represented by a tuple: number, counter, and class, and a class corresponds to exact, over, or less. An argument takes only the (nom) case component.
(7) 100 space-gen age-tm 10 billion years (The age of space is 10 billion.)
In the preceding sentence, the following predicate-argument structure is generated. number: 10,000,000,000 counter:
(years) class: exact (age) (nom)
[mod] (space) (8) 130 space-gen age-tm 13 billion years or more (The age of space is 13 billion or more.)
In the preceding sentence, the following predicate-argument structure is generated. number: 13,000,000,000 counter:
(years) class: over (age) (nom)
[mod] (space) As for predicates that take numerical expressions as an argument, they are treated in the same way as the above example.
(9) 3 number of visitors-nom three hundred million-acc exceed (The number of visitors has exceeded three hundred million.)
In the preceding sentence, the following predicate-argument structure is generated.
number: 3,000,000,000 counter:
(person) class: over (visitor) (nom) Such predicates are shown in Table IV . Numerical expressions are made some normalizations as follows.
-2 (ten thousand) 5000 ⇒ 25000 -5 (ten percent) ⇒ 50%.
PA-MATCHING METHOD
Based on predicate-argument structures of T and H, the entailment judgement is performed by matching T and H considering a predicate-argument structure as a basic unit. If all the predicate-argument structures in an H are matched to predicateargument structures in a T, H is judged to be entailed from T, as shown in Figure 5 . If a predicate-argument in H is equal or "general" compared to a predicate-argument T, the entailment relation is identified. If there is something referred only in H, the entailment relation is not identified.
The entailment of predicate-argument structures is defined as follows ( Figure 6 ). First, the predicate-argument structure in H is totally the same as the predicateargument structure in T (as shown in the top of Figure 6 ), that is, the predicate and all the arguments in H are matched to those in T, where this match includes the correspondence of surface form, the correspondence of SYNID (which means synonymous relation), and the distributional similarity is greater than a threshold 6 .
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is-a relation of predicates
-is-a relation of predicates: If all the arguments are identical and the negation flag in a predicate is not identical, this is judged as "C" (Contradiction).
Entailment Relation Between Numerical Expressions
Entailment relation between numerical expressions is handled in a different way. The entailment relation is defined as shown in Table V , which is classified in terms of the class of number (exact, over, less) in T and H, and the magnitude relation between number of T (num T ) and number of H (num H ). For example, when the sentence 3.2 is a text and the sentence 3.2 is a hypothesis, the relation is judged as "C" (corresponds to (4) in Table V ).
SVM-BASED METHOD
Although the method of entailment judgement introduced in the previous section is aimed at precisely matching between a text and a hypothesis, it is often the case that precise matching cannot be achieved due to the gaps in the structure, parsing errors, shortages of lexical knowledge and world knowledge, and other situations. To consider relatively shallow clues such as the overlap ratio of characters and morphemes, we take a machine learning approach where these clues as well as the result of PA-matching method are considered as a feature. SVM (Support Vector Machine) is adopted as a machine learning method, and the following features are considered.
-The overlap ratio of morphemes between T and H. -The overlap ratio of characters between T and H.
-1-gram, 2-gram, 3-gram, 4-gram. -The result of PA-matching method.
-There is a correspondence of predicate. -There is an inconsistent of negation flag in a predicate of T and H.
In the MC task, the SVM handles the 3-class classification problem (Y,C,N), and the one-vs-rest method is adopted. In the classification step, the trained SVM model is applied to the pair of T and H and the pair of H and T, and then the result is classified into five class (B, F, R, C, I) based on the SVM results, as shown in Table VI .
EXPERIMENTS
Our proposed method was evaluated using Japanese BC, MC, EXAM, and RITE4QA subtasks of RITE in NTCIR-9 [Shima et al. 2011] . While the development set was prepared for BC, MC, and EXAM, it was not prepared for RITE4QA, and thus our method for BC was applied to RITE4QA test set.
Settings
For the acquisition of relations between words/phrases described in Section 2.1, REIKAI-SHOGAKU dictionary (a dictionary for children), which consists of approximately 30,000 entries, and Japanese Wikipedia were utilized. As Japanese Wikipedia, the XML dump of Japanese Wikipedia 7 at the version dated December 2011 was utilized, which contains approximately two million articles. From the dictionary, approximately 10,000 synonyms, 20,000 is-a relations, and 2,000 antonyms were extracted, and from Wikipedia, approximately 200,000 synonyms and 600,000 is-a relations were extracted.
In the distributional similarity calculation described in Section 2.2, approximately 100 million Japanese Web pages were used.
For the implementation of SVM, svm light 8 was adopted, and the linear kernel was used, where the default parameters were chosen. For the development set, the SVMbased method were evaluated on the five cross validation fold, and for the test set, SVM models were trained using all the development set data, and were applied to the test set.
In EXAM and RITE4QA, the confidence score for each text pair was required in NTCIR-9 RITE task. In PA-matching method, it is 1.0 in the case of exact matching; otherwise 0.8. In SVM-based method, it is obtained by transforming SVM score x with the sigmoid function as follows:
(1) , and the accuracy of baseline (char overlap), which was provided by the organizers [Shima et al. 2011] . The current system and our system submitted to NTCIR-9 RITE task differ in that the current system performed (i) distributional similarity calculation for a variety of types, (ii) modifications and scale-up in the acquisition of lexical resources, and (iii) small modifications in handling predicate-argument structure, etc. In BC, the accuracy of PA-matching method and SVM-based method were almost the same. In MC, SVM-based method performed better than PA-matching method both in development set and test set. This is due to the effectiveness of the shallow features such as the overlap ratio of characters and morphemes. The coverage for label "C" is especially low in PA-matching method and SVM-based method, which depressed the overall accuracy (see also in the latter half of Section 6.3.2). In Exam, SVM-based method performed best in both development and test set. The number of dataset whose label is "Y"/"N" are different (the number of dataset labeled as "N" is larger than labeled as "Y"). Since shallow features utilized in SVM-based method could capture this tendency, SVM-based method performed better than the PA-matching method.
Result and Discussion
In RITE4QA, PA-matching method performed best, and also performed best in NTCIR-9 RITE. This is because the ratio of dataset labeled as "N" is high, and the ratio of our output whose labeled as "N" is also high (see confusion matrix in Table XV ). Therefore, this just indicates that the recall is very low. Table VIII shows an evaluation result where other metrics (Top1 and MRR 9 ) are utilized. The score of PA-matching Method and SVM-based Method was lower compared to the best system (LTI) in NTCIR-9 RITE.
Although the best accuracy of our system for BC test, MC test, and EXAM took the different values, these are almost the same or performed slightly better compared to the baseline method (simply using char overlap). This implies that our performance was not different for each subtask.
Tables IX, X, XI, XII, XIII, XIV, and XV show a confusion matrix of BC dev, BC test, MC dev, and MC test, EXAM dev, EXAM test, RITE4QA, respectively. Confusion matrices show that the coverage (the ratio of our output labeled as "Y" in BC, or "F"/"R"/"B" in MC) of PA-matching method was low, but the precision was relatively high (except for the BC test). In SVM-based method, the coverage was improved in all the cases due to the effectiveness of shallow features. Table XVI shows the result of one of the leave out experiments. For the PA-matching method, the method that does not use Wikipedia in SynGraph, the method that does not use SynGraph (which means this method does not utilize synonyms and is-a relations extracted in a dictionary and Wikipedia), and the method that does not use distributional similarity were tested. While for BC dev, MC dev, EXAM dev, EXAM test, these two resources were effective, for the others, they were not effective. Since the evaluation sets often contain several gaping, if one or more of the gaping were matched, the accuracy would not be improved, and if all the gaping were matched, the accuracy would be improved. Table XVII shows the number of PAs in H matched with one of PA in T. This table demonstrates the number of PAs in H matched with one of PA in T was improved by using SynGraph and distributional similarity, and especially Wikipedia and distributional similarity contribute to the improvement of the coverage (of course, the matched PA contain both correct and incorrect ones). Although the accuracy in one leave out experiment remains almost the same, the coverage (the number of matched PA) was improved using SynGraph and distributional similarity. In Table XVI , for SVM-based method, the method that does not use the PA-matching method feature was tested. While for BC dev, MC dev, MC test, EXAM dev and RITE4QA, it is effective, for the others, it was not effective. This is because the accuracy of PA-matching method is not so good.
Improved Examples. The following example can be correctly judged as "Y" by using the synonymous relation " " (difference) and " " (difference), which was acquired from a dictionary. (There is a great difference in the achievement of junior high school students.)
H:
junior high school student-gen achievement-dat great difference-nom there is (There is a great difference in the achievement of junior high school students.)
The following example can be correctly judged as "Y" by using the fact that the distributional similarity between " " (open) and " " (open) is high. The following example can be correctly judged as "Y" by using the fact that the distributional similarity between " " (space) and " (outer space) is high.
(12) T: Cosmic radiation-tm space-abl fall radial ray (Cosmic radiation is radial ray that falls from the space.) Although it is difficult to acquire world knowledge from a large corpus with the current Natural Language Processing technique, the acquisition of knowledge about synonymous/entailment relations on noun/predicate/predicate-argument is our future work.
In the MC task, the accuracy of contradiction recognition was relatively low in both in the PA-matching method and the SVM-based Method. This is due to the fact we can recognize contradictions only when the mismatch of negation flag or numerical expressions occurred. Although the coverage of SVM-based method for "F"/"R"/"B" was improved compared to PA-matching Method, the coverage of SVM-based method for "C" was 0. This shows that the contradiction relation could not be detected by using the shallow features. The acquisition of knowledge about other kinds of expressions representing a contradiction is our future work.
RELATED WORK
Most work for Recognizing Textual Entailment has taken a machine learning approach. Ferres and Redriguez take a machine learning approach with support vector machines and AdaBoost [Ferrés and Rodríguez 2007] . They first perform a lexical, syntactic, and semantic analysis, and compute a set of semantic-based distances between sentences. Then they extract a set of features and train a classifier using several machine learning techniques. Hickl et al. take a classification-based approach . They perform several linguistic processing, including syntactic/semantic parsing and conference resolution, and lexical alignment. They also acquire a large collection of paraphrases from the Web and extract features from them. Then, they perform the entailment classification using obtained features using decision trees. Wang and Neumann [2007] exploit a structure-oriented representation. The structural features are automatically acquired from tree skeletons, which are extracted from dependency trees. Although these research approaches utilize structural features, our proposed method differs from them in that we perform the matching between a text and a hypothesis based on predicate-argument structures.
The work presented by Wang and Zhang [2009] is the most similar to our proposed method, who propose an alignment model based on the predicate-argument structures. They first obtain predicate-argument structures for a text and hypothesis using a semantic role labeler. They calculate semantic relatedness between predicate-argument structures. In this calculation, string matching and lexical resources such as WordNet and VerbOcean are utilized. Our proposed method differs from them in that they calculate the relatedness (score) between a text and hypothesis, but we perform the alignment between the text and hypothesis. Furthermore, they are different in that they do not perform predicate-argument transformation such as active/passive and the special handling for numerical expressions.
For recognizing textual entailment, a variety of resources are utilized, including WordNet, DIRT, VerbOcean, etc. DIRT is a database of paraphrases, which are obtained by calculating two paths in a dependency tree [Lin and Pantel 2001] . VerbOcean is a broad-coverage semantic network of verbs [Chklovski and Pantel 2004] , where the relation between verbs includes similarity, strength, antonymy, enablement, and temporal happens-before. In Japanese, Matsuyoshi et al. [2008] construct a database of relations between predicate argument structures. They first collect argument structures and logical relations, such as near synonym and antonym, from definition sentences in a dictionary. Then they augment the relations with a thesaurus.
CONCLUSION
This article presented a predicate-argument structure based Textual Entailment Recognition method. Our system regarded predicate-argument structure as a basic unit of handling the meaning of a text and hypothesis, and performed the matching between the text and hypothesis. Wide-coverage relations between words/phrases such as synonym and is-a were automatically acquired from a dictionary, Web corpus, and Wikipedia, and were utilized when matching the text and hypothesis. We also took a machine learning approach to consider relatively shallow clues such as the overlap ratio of characters and morphemes as well as the result of the PA-matching method.
Experimental results on NTCIR-9 RITE demonstrated that while the PA-matching method achieved the relatively high precision, the SVM-based method achieved the highest coverage. Furthermore, wide-coverage lexical knowledge extracted from a dictionary, Wikipedia, and Web corpus could contribute to the improvement of coverage.
Our future work includes the further acquisition of linguistic knowledge concerning predicate/argument/predicate-arguments and expressions representing a contradiction, and the flexible matching between structures of a text and hypothesis. We are also planning to compare our proposed method with the existing machine learning approaches using this dataset.
